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In network economy, many notable changes undermined the foundation of 
classical economics’ accountability. Till now it is difficult to pack up the thought 
about network economics, the framework of pure economic analysis is being formed. 
This paper will build a framework of network econimcs, focus on the digital 
product, enterprise competiton, market efficiency, and goverment regulation. It 
enables to reinterpret the theory of network economics. Thus, it will discuss the 
market mechanisms in network economy, including network externality, positive and 
negative feed-back. Then, it will analysis the phenomenon of increaseing by degree in 
such market. Besides these, the diffuse of new technic and critical mass are also the 
important nubbin. After that, it will analyse the efficiency of market in network 
economics, to review the monopoly mode, different to that in tradtional enviorment. 
Based on these analyses, the paper will try to give some public policy in such 
background. 
Firstly, we know it is worthwhile to study how firms fix a price on a digital 
product, then to reach equilibrium of supply and demand. This paper develops a static 
model and a dynamic model to investigate the pricing of the digital product in 
economy.  At last we try to assessing the application of the given firms pricing 
policy in economy. And in this section, I also construe the right way of supply curve, 
to give some constructive model, to explain why the supply curve does not exist. 
Correspondly, the demanding cruve is also debated, for it transform to be upward. 
Secondly, this paper investigates the market mechanisms in network economy. 
And to discuss the new technic diffusing in such economy. We know that new 
technology popularization is now becoming one of the most important indexes of a 
country. It is worth studying it. Since we know the process of new technology 
popularization is just a dynamic game, and in this game, both the expectancy of 
consumer and coordination in the market are keys to solve the problem. This paper 















between the old technology and new technology. 
Thirdly, The economists identify with the viewpoint of relaxing regulation as 
well as they agree with the traditional theory of regulation begun in the last century. It 
is important to comprehend the relation between pubilc regulation and anti-monopoly. 
The paper brings forward three indexes in the verdict of monopoly, and builds a 
model to test the efficiency of regulation on price, aimed to give some suggestions on 
the reframing in goverment’s public regulation and anti-monopoly. 
Furthermore, anti-monopoly policy and control policy are the main methods the 
government takes to intervene to the market competition behaviors. There are 
differences between the net economy’s monopoly and Traditional Economy’s, and to 
understand the differences is the premise to formulate and analyses government’s 
public policy. This paper will explain the government’s public policy in the Net 
Economy, by analyzing the form and the pattern from the view of monopoly and 
anti-Monopoly. 
To sum up it , the pasper will deliver two significative points. The first is the 
importance of the theory of network externality. Based on this, the research on the 
firm’s competiton strategy is deserved to carry through. This will help to understand 
the research aspect and grasp the trend of the industry. Maybe it just the innovation, it 
is integrant. Secondly, It insists that government is supposed to attend the economic 
phenomenon about the diffuse of new technic, welfare promotion and the efficiency. 
It is well-known that government is im-perfect, it always to choose to intervent the 
economy,.because it faced with awkard phase. To let the market alone, or regulate it. 
Nomatter how it decide, the government will put emphasis on the monopoly, walfare, 
development and much more aims. 
Hence, nationalisation, price regulation, society regulation, antitrust and new 
technic diffuse effect would be discussed, and we found that this should be adjusted 
while the market can do with that effect in network economy and tradtional economy. 
Simultaneity, it try to give some innovation in research means.  
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（The Knowledge Economy）的说法，到 1996 年，经济合作与发展组织明确定义
了“以知识为基础的经济”（Knowledge based economy），第一次提出了这种新
型经济的指标体系和测度。继而，1996 年美国《商业周刊》发表文章提出“新

































受 Peter Dixon 教授关于经典的“MONASH”模型的动态冲击效用之研究内涵。 
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